Your Questions about Electric Vehicles, Answered

Automobiles, above all else, have historically represented America’s problem with dirty oil. A switch to electric vehicles (EVs), which require no gasoline and emit no tailpipe pollution, presents a critical opportunity to slash pollution, create American jobs, reduce oil dependence, and forever change the impact of vehicles on our planet.

What is an electric vehicle?
A fully electric vehicle uses electricity to power a battery. This means no gasoline, no dirty oil changes, and no internal combustion engine. Most new fully electric vehicles can drive 125-300+ miles on one charge (but somewhat less in very cold or very hot weather). Hybrid electric vehicles run on electricity for a certain number of miles, and as their battery runs out of charge, a gasoline powered engine or generator kicks in.

Using a 220-volt outlet and charging unit, installed by an electrician, or a regular 120-volt wall outlet, a hybrid or

---

Emissions Comparison

In almost every region of the country, carbon emissions from the electricity sources used to power EVs are lower than the emissions from conventional cars (doing a full lifecycle analysis).

In some areas, like many on the west and east coasts that rely on cleaner sources of power, emissions are significantly lower for EVs. And that’s today. As we retire more coal plants and expand cleaner sources of power like wind and solar, the emissions from electric vehicle charging drop even further.

One caveat is that when coal supplies the vast majority of power in a given area (which is true in only a small number of US states), electric vehicles may emit more CO2 pollution than hybrid electric vehicles. Visit sierraclub.org/EVGuide to learn where your electricity comes from, what plans your state or community has for shifting to renewables, and whether you have options for switching to greener power.
full electric vehicle recharges in several minutes or hours, depending on the model and how out of charge it is.

**Why should I switch to an electric vehicle?**

**It's Good for the Environment**

Each year, American passenger cars and trucks, through vehicle tailpipe and oil extraction and transport emissions, spew upwards of three trillion tons of carbon pollution into the air by burning about 121 billion gallons of gasoline. In addition to worsening climate change, our dangerous dependence on oil has resulted in countless catastrophes like the BP spill in the Gulf of Mexico.

**It's Affordable**

Thanks to federal, state and industry rebates and tax credits, decreasing prices in EV technology, and the much cheaper price of electricity vs. gasoline, the cost of owning and operating an electric vehicle is now notably lower than that of many conventional vehicles. For eligible car models, consumers may qualify for a federal tax credit up to $7,500. The Sierra Club, alongside dozens of organizations and major automakers, is currently supporting legislation in Congress that would extend the federal tax credit. Extending the federal tax credit for electric vehicles will continue to build out the EV market and leverage the benefits of these clean vehicles, including reduced pollution and lower fuel costs for consumers.

**It's Convenient**

Most people charge their EVs at home overnight. Charging EVs in public is also getting increasingly convenient. Many workplaces and businesses have installed public chargers (found on online maps). Along highways and at stores and offices, some businesses and agencies are installing fast-charging stations that can re-charge a car to 80% of battery capacity in less than 30 minutes.

**Policies to Advocate for to Incentivize EVs**

- State rebate for purchasing an EV or charging unit.
- State tax rebate or credit for converting vehicles to electric.
- Local or state building code change that mandates new construction include EV-ready wiring.
- HOV (carpool) lane access for EVs.
- EV mandates for state and municipal fleets and grants for private EV fleets.
- Waiver of emissions inspections or sales tax for EVs.
- Streamlined permitting process for getting EV charger units installed.
- Creation of high-level state EV planning council.
- Smart grid planning as well as time-of-use metering programs from utilities with lower rates for off-peak EV charging and/or EV-only charging.
- Visit [sc.org/EVtoolkit](http://sc.org/EVtoolkit) to see a compilation of some of the best model EV policies at the state, local, and utility levels to accelerate widespread EV adoption and make these clean vehicles accessible to all.

**How do we get more EVs on the road?**

- Work with your Sierra Club chapter or the national transportation campaign to advocate for EV incentives and programs.
- Write letters to the editor, hold meetings with policymakers, and organize public events to raise awareness and advocate for better EV programs.

**So, what are my options?**

There are currently more than 40 fully electric and hybrid vehicles available at US dealerships.

- Check out the Sierra Club’s Electric Vehicle Guide and quiz at [sierraclub.org/EVGuide](http://sierraclub.org/EVGuide) to find which model works best for you, information on which EVs and incentives are available in your state, and the fueling costs and emissions you’ll avoid in your part of the country.
- For news updates and blog posts from the clean transportation campaign, send an email to [hieu.le@sierraclub.org](mailto:hieu.le@sierraclub.org).

**Endnotes**